GRADUATE NEWS
October 2019 - Welcome Back

Fall Semester Edition
September went by rather quickly and now October is upon
us. The eventual Fall Break is not too far away. Nonetheless,
stay vigilant. All that should be scary is your costume, not your
workload. Within this issue you will find two graduate student
interviews, news of upcoming workshops, and opportunities for
networking, growth, and reflection. Let us know your thoughts!
				
-Xavier-Lewis Palmer
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Watch This Distance Student Make Strides!

Monica Reyes (Ph.D. English Studies) is a non-traditional distance student with a
strong passion in making sure that the vulnerable among us are heard. Follow her
experience and that of more Summer Graduate Award winners in upcoming issues.
What made Old Dominion University stand out?
ODU is one of the few reputable institutions that has a distance PhD
program in English Studies. This non-traditional format allows me to stay
in my native south Texas with my family, work full time in the field as a
university lecturer, while pursuing a high quality terminal degree. I was
excited that the program operates synchronously with the face-to-face
students in Norfolk. Our seminars are discussion based, and I meet with
my faculty online often, and I stay in touch with my cohort on a variety of
online platforms. What this means is that this degree is not a “convenient”
or “easy” way to study. It is highly rigorous! In fact, many of my classmates
hold down full-time teaching jobs, have families, and still manage to
challenge me in each class meeting and do exciting work in the field.
About my dissertation project:
When arriving to the U.S, people seeking asylum consider their own narratives the most powerful resource that they have;
after all, so much of their future rests on how “credible” their fear-based stories are. Without evidence, such as documentation
or photographs, a person seeking asylum status may quickly come to understand that their journey experience and
how they share that experience with those in power is their only hope in literally moving forward. “Shelter Rhetorics:
Understanding Narrative Pathways & Assemblages of the Asylum Process” explores how an emergency shelter on the
south Texas border operates as an influential space for people seeking asylum while composing their asylum narratives.
Ultimately, I aim to understand how people who seek asylum and those who work with them within liminal spaces like
shelters, navigate the post-colonial pressures of writing compelling asylum narratives. I hope through this project to
significantly demonstrate the tensions between public and private asylum narratives, and the analysis may also suggest the
necessity of policies which are inclusive of nuanced experiences of persecution. After receiving the ODU Graduate Summer
Award, I was able to finish interviewing shelter clients and staff, for a total of 17 interviews, representing people from 9
countries and 6 geographical regions. My emerging analysis has helped me draft a poster presentation for the upcoming
International Conference on Border Studies, at the University of Texas, Rio Grande Valley in October of this year. Also,
the research helped inform an initiative in my community for writing teachers to provide tutoring in English, Spanish, and
French for shelter clients seeking asylum who need assistance composing required narratives on their asylum applications.
What do you feel could be improved at ODU?
I think that given the fact that ODU has a reputation for offering a variety of online programs, more merit-based scholarships
should be available for students who study via distance, especially graduate students. We are doing exciting research, and
awarding such projects will draw more graduate students to ODU.
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Monica Reyes (Ph.D. English Studies) - Continued
Who are some guiding or influential figures in your life?
Aside from the clients and staff at the shelter where I study and volunteer, I have been greatly impacted by the graduate faculty
I’ve worked with at ODU. My chair, Dr. Delores Phillips is a loyal mentor who is by far and away more present as a mentor than
many traditional faculty I’ve worked with in previous academic programs. Dr. Staci Defibaugh mentored me through piloting
my dissertation research, and Dr. Julia Romberger has patiently provided feedback and asked me the challenging questions
about my scholarship I need to hear. Perhaps most of all, Dr. Erika Frydenlund from ODU’s Virginia Modeling, Analysis &
Simulation Center has become a mentor and friend. While she is not an English faculty member, she has been willing to work
with me throughout my project, and her research with displaced populations has made her an invaluable voice in my life as a
scholar and activist. Since the first day I met her, she has encouraged me, sat in on IRB meetings on my behalf, treated me with
respect, and motivated me to collaborate with research participants in ways that I may have never imagined.

Group Photo shows Monica Reyes [center] with clients in the English Language Learners class at a shelter

What is a funny experience that you have had at ODU?
As a distance student, I and the other students who use webcam to participate in seminars often get interesting
views of our classmates' home or office spaces. There have been numerous times where our pets (especially cats)
want all the attention during class sessions and walk, nap, or scratch in front of our webcam. It is funny how
accustomed we are to this, and we are able to hold deep philosophical discussions while "Fluffy" is strutting her
stuff for the class.

3rd Annual Graduate Summer Award Program RFP
Old Dominion University’s Graduate School in partnership with the Office of Research is pleased to announce the
return of the Graduate Summer Award Program (GSAP). Open to graduate students from across the University,
the GSAP is a competitive program that supports a range of original graduate student scholarship, including basic
research, field study, data analysis, performances and exhibitions, and community-based learning initiatives.
The program can be used to support thesis or dissertation projects or other capstone projects at the master’s or
doctoral level. The scope of the proposed project should allow the graduate student to produce a measurable
research or scholarly product by the end of a minimum of six uninterrupted weeks during the summer months.
Graduate students wishing to apply for this award must identify and approach a faculty member to serve as
a mentor during the tenure of the program award. The faculty member may advise the student in creating
a strong project proposal, explain the expectations for scholarly activity, supervise the scholarly activity,
and provide advice from the proposal stage to the completion of the final report. However, the faculty
member is not permitted to produce work on behalf of the student. Students applying for the award will
be the primary investigators for these projects. It is expected that a graduate student with this funding will
produce a work with original scholarship. The award is not for lab assistant or graduate assistant duties that
support a faculty project. Please be on the lookout for a request for proposals to follow later this month.
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Graduate Research Achievement Day

The Graduate School will be hosting the eighth annual Graduate Research
Achievement Day (GRAD) on Thursday, April 9, 2020, from 12:00 p.m. to 2:00 p.m.
in Webb University Center. GRAD is a great opportunity for students to showcase
their research for the campus community while networking with other students
and learning about the great diversity of research and scholarship at Old Dominion
University.
Students interested in participating must submit a poster proposal that consists of the
graduate student’s name, any co-authors, a project title, and a 300-word maximum
abstract. The proposal must be submitted no later than Friday, February 7, 2020,
at 5:00 p.m. to https://bit.ly/2mfNn92. Proposals that do not follow the formatting
requirements or are submitted late run the risk of not being accepted.
Students in disciplines that do not normally undertake poster presentations and
who would like to participate may contact Mr. Xavier-Lewis Palmer, Graduate
Administrative Assistant for the Graduate School, for assistance at xpalmer@odu.
edu. Distance students are also welcome to submit proposals. Please note, however,
that while faculty advisors, undergraduates, or other non-graduate students may be
co-authors of proposals, they cannot be first authors or present the poster at the event.

Do you have difficulty putting together research or review papers and
wish that there was a program that could simplify citing sources? If so,
there’s an awesome tool out there called Endnote that has writers like you
in mind. Even better is that there will be three Endnote Workshops held
later this month that will assist you with using the software and getting
the most out of out. Two are offered in person, while one is offered online.
To attend, please RSVP to mbridges@odu.edu or abasile@odu.edu.
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Three Minute Thesis (3MT) Last Call

Have an interesting project?
Is it for your thesis or dissertation work?
Can you sum it up in 3 minutes? If so, the Graduate School
invites you to compete in its 3rd annual 3MT, which is an
academic competition that challenges graduate students to
describe their thesis or dissertation research within 3 minutes
for a general audience, with the goal of fostering the importance
of communicating research significance to the public.
Prize money and the opportunity to represent ODU at a regional
conference are at stake!
ODU’s event will be Thursday, November 21 from 5 – 8 p.m. in
the University Theatre. Practices and trainings are underway to
prepare student competitors.

The last call for students to sign up is October 23.
Contact Dr. Bryan Porter (bporter@odu.edu), Associate Dean of
the Graduate School, to learn more and to sign up. We look
forward to a great competition!
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Sarah Ehlke (Ph.D. Psychology, Health Psychology)
What do you like most about your research or feel will be its largest
implication(s)?
My goal is to improve the lives of people. I am naturally a person who asks a lot
of questions which really is beneficial for my research. Globally, my research
examines the intersection of alcohol use and sexual assault among young women.
Given the rise of the #metoo movement and increased attention to the fact that
women and men experience unwanted sexual interactions at staggeringly high
rates, I feel like my research will benefit many people. Additionally, people can
experience serious negative consequences when drinking. I think taking a harm
reductions approach to reduce heavy drinking is more realistic than expecting all
young people to abstain from alcohol. In general, my lifelong career goal is to serve
as an advocate to reduce sexual violence among all people, and reduce the heavy
rates of drinking in order to limit the number of alcohol related consequences someone experiences. To meet
both of these goals I think it is important to develop evidence based, scientific, prevention and intervention
programs.
Faced with many competing demands on your time, how do you determine your priorities?
This is always a struggle. I usually look at the deadlines of the tasks on my to-do list to prioritize my time. On Sundays
I write out what I need to get done and then block off time in my calendar for that week for when I will work on each
task. I often change this around throughout the week on my calendar but it helps me to map it out initially. I also do
not procrastinate tasks. For example, if something is due on a Friday I try to get it done by Wednesday. There is no
better feeling than to cross something off your to-do list. But, it’s also important to give yourself time to rest and enjoy
life.
If you were given additional money for funding, what would you research, and how?
If I was given more money for funding I would conduct research that involves sending participants text messages
several times per day to ask them about their experiences (e.g., stressful and positive experiences), mood, and
substance use cravings and use. A person’s mood often fluctuates throughout the day based on the experiences that
they have and these changes may influence cravings and actual substance use. As we all know, stressful experiences
can occur suddenly and it is sometimes difficult to capture the fluctuations of day-to-day events if we only measure
these factors once a day. Measuring these changes more frequently may provide us with information about the process
of events that may occur that lead up to risky substance use. However, these types of studies can be expensive because
we need to be able to compensate people for their time to complete the numerous surveys. But I’d gladly accept any
additional funding to conduct this research.

ISBiotech: The Waterside Conference
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The Center for High Impact Practices: Intro to Eportfolio
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Workforce Recruitment Program (WRP)
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Graduate Series: Let’s Talk Grad Life
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Career Pathways: Effective Assignment Design
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Career Pathways: Effective Resume Writing Workshops
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ODU Cyberops ‘19

The Cyber Security Student Association
would like to invite you to
the 3rd annual

ODU

‘19

CyberOps
Saturday | 10-19-2019
Constant Hall rm 1002

Register Here!

8am - 6pm

Meet potential recruiters
Capture the Flag Competition
Team-based cyber security challenge
No experience needed
Made possible by
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National Center for Faculty Development & Diversity

About
Find Graduate School News Online at: www.odu.edu/graduateschool, as well as updates on our
Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter pages.
ODU doctoral student, Xavier-Lewis Palmer, compiled and edited this newsletter with help from Dr. Robert Wojtowicz,
Dr. Bryan Porter, Missy Barber, Genenieve Conwell, and Courtney Nishnick in the Graduate School.
If you have an idea, event, news, or anything otherwise notable that you would like to share,
contact Xavier-Lewis at xpalmer@odu.edu.
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